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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Research indicates that women are not participating in the IP system at the same rates as men, and that the relative deficit in access to the intellectual property (IP) system by women is present across all forms of IP rights. Solving this problem has the potential to greatly benefit individual women and businesses, as well as societies at large. At the individual level, increasing women’s access to the IP system can have such benefits as increased pay, better professional opportunities, and increased visibility within their fields. In terms of the societal level, one study has estimated that closing the gender gap with regard to patents could increase a nation’s GDP by 2.7 per cent.

Though the initial goal of this report was to identify “best practices,” in terms of policies and other initiatives that can enhance access to the IP system by women, the authors found that there are not yet proven best practices as such. Rather, there are a number of promising programs for the advancement of women in terms of their engagement with the IP system. Certain of these programs are described in the paper, along with possible next steps that governments can take to surmount the barriers.

This report identifies five challenges contributing to the IP gender gap, and proposes solutions and policies targeted at each of them. The five challenges identified are:

1. A lack of data needed to understand the scope and nature of the gender gap;
2. The fact that women are less likely to be encouraged and trained to enter science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) fields, as well as less likely to receive the resources they need to succeed in business;
3. The fact that women are less likely to enter careers in IP law and administration;
4. A general lack of understanding of the value of IP rights and of how the IP system works; and
5. The fact that women are less likely to receive mentoring and opportunities for advancement in IP-sensitive fields.

Among the corresponding possible solutions – emerging best practices - are, respectively:

1. Determining with greater certainty what data is being collected, as well as what challenges stand in the way of data collection;
2. Promoting programs for girls, adult women, and educators that encourage female engagement with IP, as well as STEM grants and scholarships, internships and mentoring, academic research funding, investment capital for female entrepreneurs, and fundamental capacity building;
3. Increasing the number of female IP law and administration professionals indirectly by focusing on increasing the number of female STEM professionals, as well as creating targeted programs for the training of women for IP law and administration careers;
4. Promoting awareness-raising and targeted capacity-building programs; and
5. Providing networking and mentoring opportunities, supporting women’s ability to both succeed and remain in IP-intensive careers, and encouraging women to commercialize their inventions.
Over the past 50 years, women have entered the workforce at all levels in ever greater numbers. This trend has been accelerated in part by government policies, and with good reason: studies show that including women equally in the formal economy could spur growth in gross domestic product (GDP) by 26 per cent.\(^2\) To obtain the full benefit of women’s participation in the workforce, however, women must be able to secure the fruits of their innovative and creative labors, especially as intangible value now makes up an ever increasing part of business value and investment. Access to and the effective use of intellectual property rights (IPRs) will be critical to women’s ability to capitalize on this value.

Despite the importance of women participating fully in all aspects of economic activity, previous research has shown that women are neither participating in the intellectual property (IP) system at the same rates as men, nor receiving the same benefits. In short, there is an IP gender gap. For example, although women account for roughly half of the global labor force\(^3\) and more than half of college graduates worldwide,\(^4\) they receive far fewer patents than men.

The IP gender gap has been documented in a growing number of studies. In 2016, a worldwide study for the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) on gender in patenting found that 29 per cent of Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT) filings from 1995 to 2015 listed women inventors, although there was significant variation among countries and the rate rose over time.\(^5\) Only 5 per cent of applications listed women inventors exclusively.\(^6\) A 2019 study by the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) found that “the percentage of all patent inventors that are women, or the annual ‘women inventor rate’, reached only 12 per cent in 2016.” The same study found that the proportion of patents with at least one woman inventor reached about 21 per cent in 2016.\(^7\) A study by the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) found similar statistics for the G20 as a whole in 2014, with just 8.4 per cent of patents having at least one woman inventor in 2014.\(^8\) A study by the United Kingdom IP Office (UK IPO) found that, globally, the share of woman inventors was just 12.7 per cent in 2017, with the global percentage of patents with at least one woman inventor at 21 per cent that same year.\(^9\) Although the UK IPO data shows that the share of woman inventors has doubled over the past 20 years from 6.8 per cent in 1998 to 12.7 per cent in 2017, that rate of growth would not
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achieve gender parity until 2070 unless something changes (assuming, even, that progress continues at a steady rate).\textsuperscript{11} Although data on women obtaining and using other types of IPRs is scarcer, data and case studies indicate that women’s engagement with all forms of IPRs remains unequal.\textsuperscript{12}

As an empirical matter, the existence of an IP gender gap has become clear. As one researcher put it upon surveying the evidence regarding a gender gap in patents:

“Women are at every level pervasively absent from the patent system. In the United States, far fewer patent attorneys and patent agents are women than are men. Woman inventors account for a relatively small proportion of patent applications, even when counted as co-inventors as part of an inventive team. This female deficit holds true at every career stage and has remained persistent over time, with only small recent increases in female inventorship. This discrepancy in inventorship is not limited to the United States; a number of studies indicate that it is found consistently across multiple jurisdictions.”\textsuperscript{13}

WIPO has committed to promoting gender equality and women’s empowerment in and through IP protection. The WIPO Secretariat has been actively engaged in studying the IP gender gap and ways to address it. In addition to highlighting women inventors and creators during the 2018 World Intellectual Property Day, the Office of the Chief Economist developed gender equality indicators that are reflected in WIPO reports including, for instance, the PCT Yearly Review. Capacity-building activities that target women in particular are organized regularly, and communications strategies consistently include a gender angle. Recently, WIPO commissioned studies on the IP gender gap, including a literature review, to improve understanding of the challenges facing women inventors and innovators.\textsuperscript{14}

WIPO commissioned the present study to identify policies that have advanced the use of the IP system by women. This study considers the full range of registered and unregistered IP rights, although it draws mostly on evidence regarding the patent system as that is where most research and capacity-building work has been focused. The hope was to identify “best practices” in IP policymaking that empower women – in other words, a set of policies that have been tried and tested, and that have succeeded, in countries in different regions and at different levels of development. While the authors were able to identify beneficial policies in several countries that have been tried, the goal of finding policies that were sufficiently established and tested to be called “best practices” proved too ambitious. In hindsight, the very fact that there is such a significant IP gender gap, which is improving only slowly, might lead one to expect that there may be a dearth of widespread, effective policies to remedy it. Indeed, that appears to be the case.

Nevertheless, our research revealed there are many instances of programs that address the IP gender gap that deserve to be highlighted. A few have proven to be effective and productive in diverse circumstances over time, and many others offer promising models. We discuss and assess these programs in this report.


Given the limited number of policies in existence, this report relied on a variety of sources to find examples of productive policies. These sources included interviews, websites of organizations, academic papers, government, reports of think tanks and non-profit organizations, and case studies shared in correspondence with officials, experts and stakeholders.

2.0 BACKGROUND: THE CURRENT SITUATION FOR WOMEN’S ACCESS TO AND PARTICIPATION IN THE IP SYSTEM

Understanding of how national IP systems might better serve and include women is presently at an early stage. Enough is known to say that there is a gap between the rates at which men and women obtain patents and other IPRs, and the rates at which they participate in the most lucrative inventive and creative activities. There is evidence that national economies could benefit greatly from closing this gap. This paper identifies some promising approaches that have been tried with the aim of increasing the participation of women in the IP system. However, we still lack comprehensive, global and detailed data about their participation. This is the case even in relation to patents, which have been the subject of more gender-based scrutiny than other forms of IP rights. We also cannot say that any particular approach to including women in the IP system has been sufficiently well established, tested and evaluated as to constitute a “best practice”.

One of the biggest challenges for researchers working to understand and quantify how well the IP system serves women throughout the world is a lack of data. Neither patent nor trademark applications request information regarding the gender of the applicant. Researchers have reverse engineered estimates of women inventors on patent applications by categorizing inventors based on the gender traditionally associated with the names of applicants. However, this approach likely misses some women and includes some men with unisex names. For IP rights such as copyright that are not necessarily registered, accurately assessing the gender gap can be even more challenging.

Despite the lack of comprehensive and precise data on women’s participation in the IP system, research shows that there is certainly a large gap between the rates at which women and men participate in the IP system. There is also research that indicates that the patenting gender gap persists within organizations, such as corporations and universities, even when women make up roughly half of the organization.

Curiously, women’s engagement with the IP system differs according to context. Women tend to register more patents in university settings than in industry settings, and tend to use patents to commercialize their innovations in industrial settings more than in academia. Commercialization, the process by which inventions are introduced into the marketplace, is relevant when examining women’s participation in the IP system because this is the context in which IPRs are used to
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preserve the innovator’s competitive advantage. One hypothesis explaining this difference is that the corporate sector better incentivizes commercialization through bonuses and promotions.19

Although the research reveals a gender gap in the use of the IP system and in entrepreneurship, it also reveals some positive trends and progress. A few promising statistics include the following:

- Women becoming business owners more frequently.20
- Women registering copyrights in the United States at higher rates over time.21
- Women-owned businesses growing faster than male-owned ones.22
- Women working in tech-intensive fields patenting more than women in other fields.23
- Patents with at least one woman inventor tending to have more co-inventors on average, with more interdisciplinary teams, suggesting a higher level of collaboration by women inventors.24
- Data in some countries indicating that the number of trademarks registered by women is growing over time; for instance, in Peru, there were 2,044 in 2015 and 3,111 in 2018.25
- In the United States, the percentage of patents with at least one woman inventor having tripled over the course of 40 years, growing from about 7 per cent in the 1980s to about 21 per cent in 2016.26

In addition, a few countries stand out as having reached or nearly reached gender parity in patenting, specifically China and the Republic of Korea. These countries could serve as examples as we further explore the key policies put in place to support women innovators on their path to patenting.

A gender gap in IP protection matters because IP contributes to the success of individual companies and national economies. While the importance of IP in the modern economy is well known, a few facts nonetheless bear consideration. The majority of the value of leading businesses now lie in intangible assets, in contrast to a few decades ago when business value consisted largely of tangible capital.27 In developed economies, the majority of new business investment is in intangibles, and the main intangible asset is IP.28 Moreover, the ability of an entrepreneur to secure IP protection can be a deciding factor in whether an investor funds that start-up.29 The gender gap in patenting can make it more difficult for women entrepreneurs to
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obtain investment. In fact, investment in start-ups is heavily weighted towards male entrepreneurs, with women receiving just 2.2 per cent of American venture capital in 2018. Finally, firms with patents, copyrights or trademarks all have higher revenues than those without any IP assets.

Correcting the gender gap in IP protection is important not only to engage half the population, currently at a disadvantage, but also for the benefit of society at large. The lower level of participation by women in the IP system represents a missed opportunity for both individuals and national economies. One study estimates that closing just the patenting gender gap could increase GDP by 2.7 per cent.

On the individual level, increasing women’s access to IP rights can have both tangible and intangible benefits in the form of increased pay, preferential treatment, better professional opportunities and increased public visibility. On a wider scale, increasing women’s access to IPRs can have knock-on effects throughout society. At a basic level, society is losing out on opportunities to advance science and technology because women’s contributions are being undervalued. At the level of businesses, companies could improve their financial performance through more gender-diverse teams. Research suggests that not only is it fair to improve gender equality in the workplace, but also that there is a business case for supporting women entrepreneurs, creators and innovators. As one scholar puts it, “[i]nclusion in the production of innovation supports entry, social mobility and the design of products that address the problems faced by a diverse set of consumers.”

Historically, even though women expressed creativity and innovative thinking alongside men, these efforts were often not rewarded, or the benefits accrued to men. For example, when Sybilla Masters devised a new way to process corn in 1715, the rights to the patent were assigned to her husband because married women could not legally own such property in England – where the patent was obtained – until the extension of the Married Women’s Property Act in 1882. Even today, women in many places still face de facto discrimination and, as a result, may own fewer assets such as land and property despite laws providing for equal rights. This sort of discrimination is why successful authors such as Amantine Lucile Aurore Dupin (a.k.a. George

31 Demiralp, et al., op cit., 2018.
33 Williams-Baron, et al., op cit., 2018.
Alcott (a.k.a. A. M. Barnard), J.K. Rowling (a.k.a. Robert Galbraith) and the Brontë sisters (a.k.a. Currer, Ellis and Acton Bell) chose to write under male or gender-ambiguous pen names.

The accumulation of such barriers over time has resulted in women lagging behind men across numerous indicators, from financing to business ownership to patenting. Even though they express creativity and innovative thinking equally with men, women historically did not, and in many cases still do not, equally reap the material benefits and other rewards associated with their labor.

3.0 FIVE CHALLENGES CONTRIBUTING TO THE IP GENDER GAP

If a problem is caused by a single, obvious challenge, finding a solution is likely to be relatively simple. As with most challenging social problems, however, the IP gender gap stems from a number of interrelated and wide-reaching challenges that arise at many levels. Like a leaking pipe with many holes, each of these challenges must be addressed before positive results will become visible at the end of the pipeline. For policy initiatives to be most effective, it is important to understand the many interrelated factors that inhibit women entrepreneurs, creators and innovators from fully engaging with IP systems.41

This section addresses the challenges contributing to the IP gender gap. As previous research has been conducted on the IP gender gap, including on behalf of WIPO,42 this discussion summarizes and categorizes the challenges, rather than providing a comprehensive overview.

This section identifies five groups of challenges that correspond to five groups of policies designed to address them, to be discussed in section 4.0. The challenges include the following:

1. More data is needed to understand the scope and nature of the IP gender gap.

2. Women are less likely to be encouraged and trained to enter science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) fields. They are also less likely to receive the resources they need to succeed in business.

3. Women are less likely to enter careers in IP law and administration.

4. There is a general lack of understanding among innovators, creators and entrepreneurs of the value of IP rights and how the IP system works.

5. Women are less likely to receive the same mentoring and opportunities as men for advancement in IP-intensive fields.

3.1 CHALLENGE: MORE DATA IS NEEDED TO UNDERSTAND THE SCOPE AND NATURE OF THE IP GENDER GAP.

41 See Bair, S.P. “Impoverished IP.” Ohio State Law Journal (forthcoming, 2019). Bair discusses how IP policies alone may not encourage greater participation in innovative activities until other issues limiting capacity have been addressed.

42 Cutura, op cit., 2019.
One reason that global society is in the early stages of addressing the IP gender gap is that in most places the data that would help to define and understand the problem more fully are not collected. We therefore simply do not have enough detailed information to draw clear conclusions about challenges, solutions and trends over time.43 This is the case across all types of IP rights and all national, regional and global IP systems.

The reasons for this lack of data are varied and sometimes difficult to address. For example, under the Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works, copyright protection is granted upon the creation of a finished work, regardless of registration (if registration is even available, which is not the case in most countries). This regime makes copyright status difficult to track, thus complicating efforts to determine the author’s gender.44 In addition, IP offices typically do not ask applicants about their gender when they apply for patents and trademarks.45 More generally, research on women and IPRs is underdeveloped at present.

There are data sets that address women’s entrepreneurship more generally, rather than IP usage specifically. However, many of these data sets are imprecise, as they tend to be based on self-reported information, do not differentiate by business structure, such as LLC or Corporation, and vary widely between countries according to definitions of key terms.46 For example, the OECD defines entrepreneurs as “people who own and work in their own business, including unincorporated businesses and own-account workers”, while the United Nations Statistics Division defines entrepreneurs as “persons who have direct control over an enterprise they own alone or with other individuals”.47 Subtle differences in definitions, such as whether the business is co-owned or registered, can lead to misalignment in data sets, skewing comparisons. Further disaggregated data is also needed on mixed-gender patenting teams.

Data is also not being captured on patent attorneys or patent examiners. The USPTO, for example, does not require incoming examiners to declare their gender. It is unclear whether gender influences an applicant’s success, but some evidence shows that examiners tend to exhibit bias against female applicants, expressing “disdain” for inventions by women and even foregoing giving female applicants the feedback that is offered to male applicants.48

Some research has been done with respect to IP usage by women in academia, but IP usage by gender in corporations is less studied. For example, the private sector produces more than 80 per cent of PCT applications every year,49 while 28 per cent of United States copyright registrations originate from the corporate sector.50

Having sufficiently detailed data collected using universally agreed metrics would enable governments and institutions to better understand the barriers women face when starting and growing IP-based businesses so that such barriers can be addressed with policy solutions.
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45 Kahler, op cit., 2011.
47 Ibid.
48 Kahler, op cit., 2011.
50 Brauneis and Oliar, op cit., 2018.
However, there is an important caveat to this point regarding data-collection: IP offices and applicants worry that asking about the demographic information of IP applicants might bias examiners,\(^\text{51}\) and, based on historical trends, this is a valid concern.\(^\text{52}\)

One approach to addressing this problem of implicit bias could be to anonymize patent applications in order to reduce any unconscious bias that may arise when an examiner learns an applicant’s name.\(^\text{53}\) Prompted by the SUCCESS Act, the USPTO recently asked for comments on whether it should collect demographic information about patent applicants. The IP Section of the American Bar Association encouraged the USPTO to collect such information, but raised concerns about implicit bias affecting applicants. The IP Section stated that “this risk can be managed appropriately by, for example, limiting the demographic information to which patent examiners have access. With proper management, the benefits of collecting this information should outweigh the potential risks”.\(^\text{54}\)

### 3.2 CHALLENGE: WOMEN ARE LESS LIKELY TO BE ENCOURAGED AND TRAINED TO ENTER STEM FIELDS. THEY ARE ALSO LESS LIKELY TO RECEIVE THE RESOURCES THEY NEED TO SUCCEED IN BUSINESS.

The IP gender gap is both a cause and a symptom of a larger issue – the challenges that women often face in pursuing studies and careers in innovative and creative fields, starting businesses and succeeding in those endeavors. As a matter of logic, women are more likely to participate in the IP system if they have training and are in careers where IP is most relevant as a tool, particularly fields in STEM. A fundamental challenge then, is that in many countries, women are disproportionately less likely to receive STEM education, less likely to enter careers in STEM fields and less likely to secure resources to start and grow their own businesses.

The challenge starts early as, in many countries, girls and women encounter a lack of access to quality education and socioeconomic barriers preventing their entry to STEM fields. In some countries, women are expected to be home-based laborers and caregivers, and technical training is thus less likely to be encouraged or provided.\(^\text{55}\)

Even once they are engaged in STEM fields, studies indicate that women do not participate equally in research and development (R&D) projects. The Institute for Statistics (UIS) of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) surveyed several countries on R&D spending, and it currently ranks the Republic of Korea first, with R&D
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accounting for 4.3 per cent of GDP.\textsuperscript{56} Yet, women constitute only 19 per cent of all researchers from the Republic of Korea. Although no recent, gender-specific data was provided for the second highest ranking country, Israel, women account for only 15 per cent of researchers in the third ranked country, Japan, and 32 per cent of researchers in the fourth and fifth ranked countries, Finland and Switzerland, respectively.

Women also lack the same access to capital to fund businesses as men.\textsuperscript{57} In some emerging countries, women may lack access even to basic business amenities such as banking.\textsuperscript{58} However, research indicates that women in developed countries do not fare much better in accessing adequate capital owing to disparities and bias in grant application approvals and investments.\textsuperscript{59}

Lack of access to capital can affect IP gender disparities both directly and indirectly. As is the case with disparities in participation in STEM fields, less funding for ventures means that there are fewer women able to participate in the sort of ventures most likely to use IP. A lack of capital also has a direct effect. As one study points out, applying for a patent “is a risky venture, with the potential for great gains through commercialization, but costly to go through. Financial barriers to applying for a patent are greater for women compared to men, as women tend to have fewer financial resources, in effect preventing female inventors and entrepreneurs from filing patent applications.”\textsuperscript{60}

Women may also tend to limit the scope of their entrepreneurial ventures owing to how they view their own roles and the potential of their businesses. Research shows that women often see their start-ups or small businesses as providing supplementary income, but they tend to lack the confidence or desire to expand them into more substantial ventures.\textsuperscript{61}

In other cases, women lack basic legal rights over property more generally, disincentivizing them from pursuing IP protection. In Chile, for example, under the default marital property regime, the law makes the husband the administrator of the couple’s joint assets.\textsuperscript{62} While couples can opt out of this regime, it impairs married women in business, as they must prove the origin and ownership of their assets when doing business with others.\textsuperscript{63} Further to these restrictions, married women in Chile cannot start their own businesses without special authorization or even own shares in a corporation.\textsuperscript{64}
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\textsuperscript{63} Chilean Commercial Code, Article 11; Chilean Civil Code, Article 150.

\textsuperscript{64} Chilean Commercial Code, Article 349.
3.3 CHALLENGE: WOMEN ARE LESS LIKELY TO ENTER CAREERS IN IP LAW AND ADMINISTRATION.

The participation of women in careers in IP law and administration is yet another facet of the IP gender gap. Data regarding the number of female patent practitioners and data regarding female applicants are similarly limited, but the research that exists shows similar gaps. One study of patent practitioners in the United States, tracking gender through a proxy – first name – in the same way that other studies have tracked patent applicants, showed that 26.1 per cent of United States patent agents and 18 per cent of United States patent attorneys are women, even though women now make up roughly half of law school graduates in the United States. A United States study from later in 2014 showed similar gaps where gender could be identified, with women comprising about 21 per cent of patent agents and 17 per cent of patent attorneys in the United States.

Data indicate that some national IP offices employ far fewer women than men. In 2015, only 26.7 per cent of USPTO examiners were women. This disparity is not universally replicated and the statistics are encouraging in some countries; for instance, in the Islamic Republic of Iran, 60 per cent of the staff of the Iranian IP office are female IP experts, and 50 per cent of the staff of the Chinese National IP Administration are female, including examiners.

The gender gap in IP law and administration differs from the gap among users of the system, but nevertheless represents a significant aspect of the IP gender gap for two reasons. First, unlike broader challenges such as closing the gender gap in STEM training and careers, it is something that IP offices and the IP profession can have an impact on most directly and immediately. Second, increasing the participation of women in jobs in IP law and administration may affect other aspects of the IP gender gap indirectly. For example, some who gain IP expertise in these roles may later join the founding teams of start-ups. Others may serve important roles in informal and formal networks with other women, as described in section 3.5, encouraging and helping them to use the IP system.

3.4 CHALLENGE: THERE IS A GENERAL LACK OF UNDERSTANDING OF THE VALUE OF IP RIGHTS AND HOW THE IP SYSTEM WORKS.

Non-specialists often find IP to be an obscure and challenging topic. A recent literature review of prior research about IP knowledge among the general public summed up the state of IP understanding as follows: "for the most part, there was significant basic awareness of both IP and the importance of respecting it. However, the research also revealed that there is a low understanding of why IP is important, a deficit that appears to encourage counterfeit purchases and content abuse, discourage small businesses from growing and leads students to misapprehend their ability to protect their work".
A lack of understanding of the value of protecting IPRs can be a barrier to participation in the IP system for people of all genders and from all demographic groups and countries. For example, a recent study by the National Union of Students in the United Kingdom suggests that IP is poorly understood even by university-level students in a developed country. Sixty-two per cent of respondents did not consider IP to be relevant to their ability to exploit their ideas commercially.71 In another study, 42 per cent of entrepreneurs polled by the Kenya Copyright Board said they did not understand IP, with an additional 38 per cent saying they thought it was too expensive and risky an investment.72 In yet another study of small enterprises, zero per cent of female business owners in Uganda had taken any action to protect their IP even though 40 per cent of male Ugandan business owners had.73 The study reports that when conducting research interviews, the concept of IP frequently had to be explained to the women participating.74

Existing research rarely examines whether the understanding of IP differs by gender, but such a distinction is largely beside the point. Rather, the challenge lies in the fact that for most people, IP is a technical subject outside of their everyday experience.

Even entrepreneurs who are generally aware of the value of IP can find the system to be discouragingly complex and expensive. One 2012 study that asked focus groups of women entrepreneurs in the United States about their experiences with IP reflected this perspective.75 The researchers found that while the groups generally understood the relevance of IP and some of them had used the system to their advantage, others had encountered obstacles. The challenges they cited often related to the nature of the system, rather than to problems uniquely faced by women.

Comments included:

- “To me, the reason I did not apply for a patent or trademark is that I don’t understand how the process works. I don’t know how to go about it”.
- “The process is so obscure”.
- “[I had] fear of the process, not knowing and understanding it. I delayed eight years from the time I knew I needed to do it (file for a trademark)”.
- “Not understanding the process because it is not laid out”.
- “I looked into patents but after looking into it, it was so convoluted with nothing for me”.
- “The reason why it never worked for me is the complexity of the process”.

These challenges in using the IP system should not surprise any IP professional, given some reflection. The practice of IP law and management is its own profession for a reason: it requires specialized training and experience, which is in demand from clients who have neither. Laypeople without such training can thus find the process of engaging the IP office, completing the necessary paperwork and prosecuting trademarks and patents difficult, time-consuming, expensive and confusing.

---
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While this lack of understanding of either the value of IP or how to use the IP system is not unique to women, it is nevertheless a challenge to increasing the participation of women in the IP system. First, the technical nature of the subject matter can make efforts to encourage women to use the IP system more challenging. For example, simply raising awareness may not be enough. People can be aware of IP and its value generally, as the research shows, without seeing its value to their own work or understanding how to access and more effectively engage with the system.

Furthermore, as the other challenges discussed in this report indicate, fewer women are afforded the opportunity to occupy positions that tend to provide greater knowledge of how to navigate the IP system. They are less likely to receive STEM training, have their start-ups funded or enter careers as IP professionals, and so they are less likely to be in positions that afford them the chance to naturally and inevitably increase their understanding of the value and workings of the IP system.

3.5 CHALLENGE: WOMEN ARE LESS LIKELY TO RECEIVE MENTORING AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT IN IP-INTENSIVE FIELDS.

The IP gender gap is not only a product of lower rates of participation by women in IP-intensive fields, or a lack of awareness of or use of the IP system. In some sense, these are threshold indicators of the problem. A further dimension of the IP gender gap is that women face further barriers once they are working in IP-intensive fields or attempting to take advantage of the IP system.

Finding effective mentorship and networks to aid career success

Women often lack peers as role models and networks within IP-intensive fields.

- Only 30 per cent of the world’s researchers are women.\(^76\)
- Most CEOs, chancellors, department heads, technology transfer professionals, IP lawyers, IP advisors, patent agents and venture capitalists are men.\(^77\)
- Women are less represented on the boards and scientific advisory committees of successful IP-based start-ups.\(^78\)

As a result of these disparities, there are fewer strong, powerful, female role models in these fields for girls and young women to look up to, which may discourage entry into these fields (and perpetuate these disparities).\(^79\) These disparities also make it less likely that women will be mentored by influential leaders in their fields, and their professional networks tend to be less powerful.\(^80\)

Networking is not just a matter of providing inspiration. There are indications that women receive less effective guidance in managing their IP-related activities and less sponsorship for more

---


\(^77\) Vishnubahatak, *op cit.*, 2014.


advanced opportunities. Research shows the following disadvantages that can likely be attributed to a lack of effective mentoring and networks:

- Women are not often invited to take on leadership positions.  
- Women have been seen to be less successful in pursuing grant-funded research. Studies show that women tend to focus on details and use more narrow or specific terms in their grant proposals, while men tend to focus on the big picture and use broader language, leading to greater success. 
- Women tend to receive smaller grants than their male counterparts. 
- With respect to copyrighted work, research shows that authors tend to prefer co-authors of the same gender.

**Staying in IP-intensive fields**

Women may find it challenging to stay and succeed in demanding STEM careers owing to gender roles and expectations. Women all over the world tend to do more unpaid, home-based labor and child-rearing than men. Those who do work outside the home, especially in STEM fields, often leave after having their first child owing to issues relating to childcare, a lack of family leave or inflexible work hours or arrangements. According to a recent United States study, 43 per cent of women and 23 per cent of men left full-time STEM careers after becoming parents. In academia, women in high-ranking positions are less likely to be married or have children than their male counterparts. Women in both academic and commercial settings report lacking the time, possibly owing to issues relating to their work-life balance, to engage in entrepreneurial activities, including the commercialization of academic research. During a WIPO meeting in 2018, the delegation of Switzerland noted this challenge, observing that the gender gap in IP may be attributed not to features of the IP system per se but rather to general social and cultural hurdles that prevent women from realizing their full potential, including but not only in relation to the exploitation of IP rights.

**Successfully commercializing inventions**

Women are often less likely to engage in the commercialization of their inventions. Research shows that women are less likely to envision the commercialization of their inventions or to take steps to lead and participate in such activities. Specifically, studies indicate that women in academia do not utilize technology transfer offices (TTO) as often as men. Studies also indicate
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that although “women in academia patent at higher rates compared to industry and government,” male faculty members are 43 per cent more likely to engage and utilize a TTO. Researchers at Washington University in St. Louis, United States, discovered that variations in risk profiles, fewer industry connections, biological and domestic constraints, and an unwillingness to begin the protection process before the laboratory work is deemed “ready” were all factors in female innovators’ delay or general lack of interaction with a TTO. However, studies also indicate that women are more likely to re-engage with a TTO after they secure their first patent.

Even after their IP has been protected, women in general have lower levels of commercialization. This may be partially owing to incentive structures and additional costs.

Implicit bias

An issue that may underpin other challenges and make them more difficult to resolve is the problem of implicit bias – unconscious biases and stereotypes held by decision-makers. Research has indicated that long-standing barriers to full participation in economic opportunities may persist because of implicit bias.

Women have offered anecdotal support of how such implicit bias leads to the IP gender gap. For example, in one study, women were asked why women tended to abandon or not pursue patent and trademark applications. Explanations included: “The discouragement from society, from parents or friends rather than any rejection from the USPTO is what accounts for a patent or trademark application abandonment”. Another responded that: “I don’t think my [former] husband would have supported me in what I am doing … for a man it is different. If a man is trying something, the woman would support him. If there are more patents and trademarks for men, that might be a reason”.

A recent study found apparent evidence of implicit bias in the examination of patents in the United States. It found that applications where the inventor has a traditionally female name tend to be rejected more often than applications where the inventor has a recognizably male name. When women’s applications are approved, the examiner often required additional language that narrowed the scope of the patent claims and, therefore, the potential market commercialization. The USPTO has disputed the findings of this research.
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4.0 SOLUTIONS AND POLICIES TO ADDRESS THE IP GENDER GAP

The existence of an IP gender gap is well established and, as the previous section describes, its underlying challenges are fairly well documented and understood. Data-collection and research about this gender gap are developing steadily.

In contrast, solutions to these challenges are not fully developed, although there are a few promising policies. Although this report originally set out to document best practices for addressing the IP gender gap, the authors discovered that few “best practices” in the usual meaning of that term yet exist. While the problem has been identified, actions to address it are still relatively new. As a result, rather than well-established and tested policies, we were largely able to identify promising policies that can serve as a model for further attempts and, perhaps, future best practices.

Considering the five challenges underlying the IP gender gap listed in section 3, we have identified five corresponding categories of policies and programs aimed at addressing each challenge, and thereby the IP gender gap. For each category, we have reviewed and identified recommendations provided by experts and advocates, and, where they exist, we describe exemplary programs and initiatives aimed at addressing the challenge.

Policymaking to enhance women’s participation in the IP system necessarily touches on some very sensitive societal and structural issues. To be effective, policies must go beyond superficial fixes and address the underlying systemic causes that prevent women from entering STEM careers, patenting at the same rate as men (all things being equal), protecting and commercializing their IP, and otherwise effectively leveraging IPRs for success in the marketplace. The experience of female innovators, creators and entrepreneurs, and their experience using IPRs will necessarily differ based on where they come from and where they are active. Nonetheless, we expect to see similarities across national, regional and global IP systems.

Based on our research, countries could consider exploring policies in several categories, building on their efforts to support female entrepreneurs, inventors and creators over time. Below we have identified key categories of policies for countries to consider, with examples of real-world policies under each category. Where possible, we assess how well the policies have worked using the available evidence. It can be expected that countries will be at different stages in the process of supporting women to engage with the IP system. We expect that all will need to consider data collection as a first step.

4.1 COLLECTING MORE DATA TO UNDERSTAND THE SCOPE AND NATURE OF THE IP GENDER GAP

Collecting precise data about women’s use of IP protection is an important starting point not only to develop appropriate policy solutions, but also to be able to compare data across countries to pinpoint whether barriers stem from structural or cultural conditions.99 Yet, as described in section 3.1, there remains relatively little data on women’s use of the IP system.

Most initiatives to remedy this issue are in the early stages and therefore it is not possible to say definitively that there are best practices for data collection and analysis. More time is needed to evaluate practices over time and to refine them. Nevertheless, policies need to start somewhere.

99 Brauneis and Oliar, op cit., 2018.
The earliest step is to determine what data is being collected and what challenges stand in the way.

Recently, the Association of University Technology Managers did a survey to determine whether and, if so, what data on IP usage and gender was being collected by its members. The case study at the end of this section describes the results in detail, but one important result of the survey was a better understanding of the barriers to data collection.

Recent legislation in the United States is aimed at encouraging the collection of more data regarding women’s use of the patent system. A bill passed in October 2018 in the United States Congress, H.R. 6758, dubbed the SUCCESS Act, directs the USPTO to study how many patents are applied for and obtained by women, minorities and veterans, and then to suggest policies to increase those numbers. This legislation is too recent to show results at this point in time, but it does suggest that countries are beginning to explore approaches to addressing gaps in data collection.

To complement the WIPO Secretariat’s efforts to quantify and study the IP gender gap, the Canadian IP Office conducted and published an in-depth study entitled “Women’s Participation in International Patenting and Analysis of International Patents Applications Originating in Canada”. Among other things, the research found that more women were graduating in STEM fields, and that relatively lower rates of patenting among women were therefore caused by other factors. The findings pointed to the need for further research about the IP gender gap.

Collecting accurate data on women’s rates of protecting their IP is the first step to understanding what types of policy initiatives will generate the most meaningful impact in this space. While collecting improved data would not benefit women in the short term, it would inform better policies to support women’s needs in academic and corporate settings. Better data collection has been repeatedly identified as a critical gap in studies and policy papers across the globe.

Case study: Collecting information about gender data collection practices

The Women’s Inventor Committee of the Association of University Technology Managers (AUTM) determined that more information was needed regarding women’s use of university TTOs. TTOs are key players in the IP ecosystem, as they help university researchers to secure IP rights in their inventions and commercialize them.

In 2015, AUTM decided to conduct research on female participation in the IP system within universities by requesting that their members — over 300 universities, research institutions and teaching hospitals around the world – include a question on gender on member surveys in order to understand how TTOs are including gender issues in their reporting, raise awareness of the relevance of tracking gender and increase the rate of gender tracking by university TTOs.

---

This case study shows that the efforts to gather data about the IP gender gap are at early stages. In order to start to understand how women engaged with TTOs, AUTM first had to understand whether and what information its members were gathering.

The Committee distributed short five-question voluntary surveys to 189 university TTOs in the United States. The survey asked whether the TTO captured gender-related data from users, why or why not, and, if not, if they would be open to doing so.

Of the 189 TTOs approached, 43 per cent responded either directly to the emailed survey or via a follow-up phone call. Of the respondents, only 7 per cent were capturing gender data and most of the reasons for not doing so pertained to historical patterns or a lack of understanding of the need for this information. Another reason, albeit a less common one, was concern about how poor statistics of female participation would reflect on the university externally. Another finding from the study was that of the four leading commercial software programs used by TTOs to manage their workflow, only two included a gender-tracking feature.

Upon follow-up, nearly half of the respondents indicated an interest in beginning to track this data. Additionally, the two software companies used by TTOs that had not offered a gender-tracking measure began offering one following the conclusion of the survey.

The survey carried out by the AUTM Women’s Inventor Committee offers valuable insights into the reasons data is not being captured about women’s participation in IP protection in the first place. While the initial survey was easy to carry out, participation was not widespread. Although time-consuming, following up via phone was helpful and added useful context to responses, while also enabling the Committee to explain to TTOs the benefits of tracking gender.

This case study demonstrates that key players in the IP ecosystem, especially associations and other intermediaries, can gain valuable insights into the IP gender gap at a relatively low cost by first evaluating their collection of data on use of the IP system by gender and then including relevant questions in information-gathering activities. Other organizations in both the public and private sector can also make such efforts, including in some instances where information is already being gathered, and the cost is no more than the awareness and effort it takes to include gender-related questions in surveys and other information-gathering instruments.
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4.2 ENCOURAGING AND TRAINING MORE WOMEN TO ENTER STEM FIELDS AND PROVIDING THE RESOURCES THEY NEED TO SUCCEED IN BUSINESS

As discussed in section 3.2, the IP gender gap is both a product of and contributor to fewer women succeeding in innovative and creative fields. There is a mutually reinforcing dynamic between helping women to succeed in IP and helping women to succeed in STEM and other IP-intensive fields. For example, while a successful inventor who patents her invention is more likely to succeed in business, a woman who succeeds in business is more likely to invent and patent.
Countries such as Switzerland have witnessed growing numbers of women inventors. According to the Swiss Government, the share of Swiss women inventors rose from 16 per cent in 2000 to 28 per cent in 2017. This near-doubling of the share of female inventors may reflect the impact of programs created during this 20-year period that aimed to create equal opportunities for women in education. Statistics indicate considerable growth and improvement in the number of Swiss women choosing technological and mechanical fields.\(^{102}\) While many valuable programs do not target women’s IP use per se, programs that help women to enter and stay in STEM-related fields can nonetheless advance their use of the IP system.

We will focus here on the eight types of interventions most likely to contribute either to women entering STEM or other IP-intensive fields or to being able to start entrepreneurial ventures. Of all the policy interventions described in this paper, the ones listed in this section appear to be the most developed and successful at this point in time, and thus the most advanced on the path to yielding what could be described as best practices. The case study that concludes this section describes one particularly successful program targeting girls, which might serve as a model for helping women more generally.

*Programs for girls*

Such programs initially focus on encouraging girls to enter IP-intensive fields. Establishing age-appropriate, inclusive and accessible primary and secondary school programs that encourage interest in IP-related industries and provide hands-on exposure to them can inspire the next generation of women entrepreneurs and innovators. There are several successful examples of such girl-focused programs around the world.

- Since 2015, the public-private initiative Women in Science Girls’ STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Art and Mathematics) Camps have trained more than 500 high school girls from over 20 different countries. Some 78 per cent of the program’s alumni went on to seek tertiary degrees in STEM subjects.\(^{103}\)
- In Australia, a Women-in-STEM Ambassador has been nominated by the Government to raise awareness about gender equality in STEM careers. This complements a range of programs including the Government’s Women in STEM Strategy to coordinate public sector efforts to increase women’s participation in science and technology, and the Women in STEM and Entrepreneurship Program which provides funding to businesses, non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and research organizations so that they can carry out outreach programs aimed at involving more women in STEM careers.\(^{104}\)
- Techbridge Girls, a United States-based organization that is profiled at length in the case study at the end of this section, collaborates with multinational companies such as Chevron and organizations such as the Boys and Girls Clubs of America to offer STEM programs and opportunities to primary and secondary school girls in underprivileged areas.
- In Tanzania, the Let Girls Learn initiative works to increase girls’ access to quality secondary education and to improve “community perceptions about the value of educating girls”.\(^{105}\)

---

\(^{102}\) Transcript of WIPO CDIP meeting, *op cit.*, November 2018.
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Programs for women

Other interventions target women. For women in lower-income areas or developing countries who lack access to quality education, a series of training workshops can be provided to educate them and encourage them to enter innovative fields. Laboratoria, an organization founded by a female entrepreneur, provides “boot camps” for women across Latin America to learn the skills necessary for tech careers. Over three years, more than 1,000 women graduated from Laboratoria, and 80 per cent of the 2017 class went on to work in the industry. In Mexico, a program called Victoria 147 provides a platform for training, incubation, acceleration and networking that focuses on the development and empowerment of female entrepreneurs and executives in Mexico. With offices in Mexico City, Merida and Monterrey, Victoria 147 is the largest and most experienced organization in Mexico offering training and networking opportunities for businesswomen. In Japan, the Government launched the “Creating a Society in Which All Women Shine” program, which included specific projects aimed at supporting female entrepreneurs and female researchers, including in efforts to balance work and family life. According to the Government of Japan, the turnover rate of female scientists decreased, and there was also an increase in the number of female researchers, in part as a result of this initiative.\(^\text{106}\)

Programs for educators

Training educators to provide an innovation-based curriculum that is both gender-sensitive and culturally relevant is also necessary to encourage girls to enter IP-related careers. Offering professional development training, workshops and resources available in print, online and via mobile apps, will better equip educators to prepare future women entrepreneurs adequately. Since girls are more likely to seek advice from their families than boys, engaging families to encourage and cultivate the education of female innovators can play a significant role in whether those young women enter and stay in IP-related careers.\(^\text{107}\) Engaging family members might include offering resources or workshops and providing hands-on events featuring family-based teamwork projects, exploration activities, discussions with female role models or screenings of movies, television shows or documentaries featuring successful women entrepreneurs. Since 2000, Techbridge Girls has trained “20,000 educators, 1,400 family members, 1,500 role models and 1,000 volunteers” “to support girls’ paths toward STEM professions”. In Australia, the Government’s Girls in STEM Toolkit helps school-age girls to understand what a STEM career could involve and assist them in pursuing a STEM career.\(^\text{108}\)

Grants and scholarships for STEM education

A lack of funding is a significant reason for the disparity in the use of IP by women entrepreneurs, as well as in their entrance into IP-intensive fields. Both the public and private sectors can utilize scholarships, fellowships and grants to encourage girls and women to enter and stay in IP-related careers. For example, the WAAW Foundation, the Anita Borg Systers Pass It On Awards Program, the Asian Women in Business Scholarship Fund, the Association for Women in Mathematics, the Society of Women Engineers and Possible Woman Foundation International all
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offer scholarships specifically for women studying a STEM-based field. However, some of these awards are also subject to a lack of funds and cannot provide help on an annual basis. Greater support for such endeavors can help women to succeed in business and innovation.

In academia, fellowships could be offered specifically for women studying STEM-based fields. The international NGO Graduate Women works to ensure women’s access to quality secondary and tertiary education, including by offering fellowships and grants.

Grant applications could also require a certain percentage of listed innovators on the team to be women, offer awards specifically for women-led research and innovation, or make the involvement of women a significant factor or requirement in selection for awards. Criteria for the selection of such financial assistance should also be reviewed for bias or disadvantages against female applicants. A recent study on grants awarded by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation over the course of a decade indicated that women tend to use more “narrow” or specific terms in their grant proposals. Selection committees tended to gravitate toward the proposals with seemingly broader potential, generally drafted by men, even though these frequently underperformed compared to their more narrowly drafted counterparts.

Internships and mentoring

Career exploration, internships and research opportunities are also ways both the public and private sectors can help women entrepreneurs to succeed. Yet, women are less likely to receive such opportunities, especially in STEM-related fields. Behind-the-scenes glimpses often spark intrigue and provide insights. Programs such as Techbridge Girls have proven that by meeting and speaking with successful women entrepreneurs and innovators through career exploration events, girls are more likely to consider entering IP-related fields. Internships also provide hands-on experience to encourage female participation in such fields and to better equip women entrepreneurs for future success. These opportunities often coincide with mentorships or networking, as explained further below.

Funding opportunities for academic researchers

A lack of funding is often a significant reason why women do not spend money on patenting or maintaining IP rights. A recent study focused on the academic sector found that, on average, female, first-time principal investigators received about 40,000 United States dollars less in grants than their male counterparts. Academic institutions and all organizations offering grants should review their policies for bias that could result in women innovators being disadvantaged.

---
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Creating a two-step, blind selection process where the selection committee does not have access to the names and gender-related information of applicants might better ensure that female innovators receive adequate funding, in particular in cases involving historical bias.

**Promoting investment capital for women entrepreneurs**

Women also often lack information and access to adequate venture capital and other finance opportunities, preventing the commercialization of many innovative products. Much like organizations offering grants, those capable of investing or providing financial assistance to women entrepreneurs should address and eliminate any potential bias in their funding decisions and encourage investment in women. Organizations such as the Global Fund for Women, the Women’s Funding Network, #GirlBoss and the Women’s Funding Alliance are working to provide women entrepreneurs with greater access to funding. Generally, these groups connect philanthropists – often successful women entrepreneurs themselves – with women entrepreneurs facing racial discrimination or working in developing countries. Other organizations, such as CloQ and the World Bank, are working to provide women with greater opportunities for and access to loans.

Governments can also utilize tax incentives and breaks to encourage the inclusion of women entrepreneurs. Incentives or tax breaks for organizations or research teams predominantly comprised of women, including those with a determined percentage of women or focused on helping women entrepreneurs, can help to narrow the gender gap in financing.

**Fundamental capacity-building**

Everything that disadvantages women matters in some sense, and one could therefore say that any policy that improves the capabilities of women may contribute to remedying the IP gender gap. This paper’s assessment of policies is largely restricted to those directly relevant to IP and the activities and sectors that most directly affect the IP gender gap, both for reasons of practicability and relevance to its likely audience.

Nevertheless, there are some strong connections between policies that affect women’s fundamental capacities and the IP gender gap, particularly with respect to women’s property rights.

---

and property ownership generally. Research on the relationship between property ownership and IP protection indicates that when women’s legal property ownership rights reach parity with men’s, their rates of patenting increase.\textsuperscript{120} However, nearly 40 per cent of countries worldwide place legal limitations on women’s rights to property ownership\textsuperscript{121}, and over 80 per cent of land globally is owned by men.\textsuperscript{122}

As the economist Hernando de Soto famously highlighted in his groundbreaking work, \textit{The Mystery of Capital}, clear title to property is important to escaping poverty. Among other things, the secure ownership of property makes financing for building and expanding entrepreneurial ventures more viable. The extent to which women are disadvantaged with respect to property ownership is linked to their likelihood of building the type of businesses that would induce them to seek IPRs.

Owned property can be used as collateral for loans and offers a safety net that can encourage risk-taking. Research has shown that when women have equal inheritance rights, firm creation by women significantly increases.\textsuperscript{123} For example, in 2003, the Government of Ethiopia carried out a large-scale joint titling of smallholder farms that added women’s ownership rights to each property ownership certificate. As a result, women are now producing two to three times as much on their farms and investing in infrastructure on their properties, and have increased their participation in the rental market.\textsuperscript{124} They have experienced improved welfare overall, particularly in households where they are the heads.\textsuperscript{125}

Case study: Encouraging young women to enter STEM fields

Since 2000, the United States-based organization Techbridge Girls has introduced girls to STEM fields. Its leaders acknowledge that women, especially minorities and those in marginalized communities, are less likely to be encouraged and trained to enter STEM fields, so they set out to inspire and educate the next generation of women innovators. Techbridge Girls currently provides specific programming in Oakland and San Jose, California, the Greater Seattle region in Washington state and Washington, D.C., but its efforts have a much wider impact.

The organization is well on the way to accomplishing its goal of reaching one-million girls by 2030. Since its inception, Techbridge Girls has engaged more than 70,000 young people, 20,000 educators, 1,400 family members, 1,500 role models and 1,000 volunteers. It partners with corporations such as Chevron, Boeing, Bayer and Cisco, as well as non-profits and organizations such as Boys and Girls Clubs of America, Girl Scouts, the Expanding Your


Horizons Network and the Society of Women Engineers to provide career exploration, mentorship and networking opportunities, in addition to educational activities. The latter activities include workshops, camps, participation in the USA Science & Engineering Festival, screenings of historical-based movies featuring women in STEM, TechBridge Girls’ pathways, after-school educational programs via schools eligible for government “Title 1” funding and non-profit organizations.

However, Techbridge Girls does not just focus directly on the students. Its leaders understand that the gender gap stems from stigmas as well as a lack of understanding. The organization therefore also offers workshops, educational materials, role model training, research publications and resources for educators and families. Informing families of the importance of STEM and training teachers on how to best reach and encourage girls in STEM are two of the most impactful ways to break down the barriers associated with male-dominated fields and combat the challenge of the lack of women in STEM-based careers.

Educational outreach initiatives such as Techbridge Girls are the best means of solving the problem of women lacking the encouragement and training to enter STEM fields. They actively seek to encourage, engage and train girls for the specific purpose of entering STEM fields. The more girls enter these fields, the more likely it is that the IP gender gap will diminish. Moreover, if organizations such as Techbridge Girls keep records and follow-up with alumni, they could provide some of the data needed to understand and assess the scope and nature of the IP gender gap.

This type of initiative is a grand undertaking requiring significant resources, but the elements involved are among the most important things needed to bridge the gap. A public-private cooperative effort would likely produce the best results, especially in cases where education is government-led. Educating teachers and families should be the top priority for encouraging and training women; elements of this aspect could be scaled up to the national level. Resource materials or workshops could be useful ways for developing countries to meet this challenge. When educators are better equipped to provide girls with quality STEM-based education, this problem will be half solved.

If families, especially in regions where there are stigmas affecting women and girls, are taught about the importance and impact of girls entering STEM and receiving a quality education, these girls will be more likely to enter IP-related fields. And, of course, providing young women with career exploration, mentorship, educational and networking opportunities will ensure continuous encouragement and engagement, hopefully leading to long, innovative careers. Connecting upcoming female innovators with appropriate mentors and introducing them to their potential future work environments through corporate partnerships enhances training experiences and encourages continued involvement in STEM fields.

When social and educational changes, such as those needed to meet this challenge, are addressed on the national level through a public-private initiative, those changes are more likely to have a substantial effect.

Sources:
4.3 ENCOURAGING WOMEN TO ENTER CAREERS IN IP LAW AND ADMINISTRATION

As described in section 3.3, women are less likely than men to enter careers in IP law and administration. Policies to address these specific issues appear to be less developed than in respect to other challenges. It may be that policies described in the other sections, such as helping women to succeed in STEM, raising awareness of IP and making targeted capacity-building efforts may also help to alleviate address these challenges indirectly (e.g., increasing the number of women in STEM increases the potential pool of IP professionals). In this section’s case study, we also describe a successful program in India for training IP professionals that provides a promising model.

One challenge to increasing the representation of women among patent agents, IP attorneys and IP managers is that in many cases, STEM credentials are preferred or required for these jobs. As a result, encouraging women to enter the STEM pipeline is particularly important and the programs described in section 4.2 may help to alleviate this challenge.

Moreover, women with STEM credentials need to be aware of the opportunities that exist in IP law and administration and to be trained and encouraged to pursue them. The following case study on a successful program in India may provide a template for programs elsewhere.

Case study: Training women to enter careers in IP

The Department of Science and Technology in India initiated the Women Science Scheme (WOS) in 2002 to counter the fact that women are less likely to be encouraged and trained to enter STEM fields or to receive the resources they need to succeed in business.¹ WOS was launched to address the gender gap created by career breaks related to motherhood and family responsibilities by providing women aged between 27 and 57 years of age with promising opportunities to re-enter the field of science and technology. The program offers three categories of fellowships with research grants: 1) WOS-A: Research in Basic/Applied Science; 2) WOS-B: Science and Technology interventions for Societal Benefit; and 3) WOS-C: Internship in IPRs. In 2014, the Department combined all of the programs specifically aimed at addressing various issues faced by female scientists, including WOS, under the Knowledge Involvement in Research Advancement through Nurturing program.

The internship in IPRs (WOS-C) offers one year of on-the-job training to develop female scientists capable of creating, protecting and managing IPRs in India. The program is open to Indian women with at least a bachelor’s degree in engineering, technology or the equivalent. It provides scholarships of varying levels according to whether the participant has a bachelors, masters or doctorate.
This project is overseen by the Patent Facilitating Centre of the Technology Information Forecasting and Assessment Council. The Council selects candidates and carries out an online test and personal interview in Delhi, before then providing training conducted by IPR professionals.

After the training, the participants are sent to various professional IPR firms and other institutions in Delhi, Pune, Chennai and Kharagpur. The participants are trained in the drafting and prosecution of patents, patent searches, how to prepare patent landscapes and other skills relevant to IPRs.

The women in this program have enjoyed successful careers in IP. Many of the women have successfully taken the patent agent exam conducted by the Indian Patent Office, thereby qualifying to become patent agents who may practice with the Indian Patent Office. Graduates can find jobs in law firms or businesses working with IPRs, while some have become entrepreneurs and work from home, and some have become IPR teachers.

From 2002 to 2018, approximately 600 women were trained by the program. Of these, 150 are now qualified patent agents. More than 60 per cent of the women are now gainfully employed. A number of them are self-employed.

The three-part WOS initiative addresses the lack of training and resources head-on by providing resources aimed specifically at enabling women innovators to learn and grow professionally. WOS-C is also aimed at addressing the lack of qualified women in IP law and administration roles, as well as the discrepancy in the awareness of women entrepreneurs of the relevance and value of IPRs to their careers. In addition, WOS-A and WOS-B both offer opportunities for women to advance in IP-intensive fields. This initiative therefore works to solve four of the five IP gender gap challenges presented in this paper.

The WOS is a government initiative, and it serves as an excellent example for other countries with similar resources. For developing countries, the most impactful results would be produced by similar initiatives seeking to help women to re-enter the workforce after breaks in their career and to educate women – especially the self-employed – on the importance, creation, protection and management of IPRs. Since the WOS initiative is a grant program, the model is also suitable for private companies and NGOs.

Sources:
Information regarding the program comes from the Women Scientists Programs of the Government of India (<http://www.dst.gov.in/scientific-programmes/scientific-engineering-research/women-scientists-programs>) and information supplied by Professor Prabuddha Ganguli, a longtime participant in the program.

4.4 HELPING WOMEN TO UNDERSTAND THE VALUE OF IP TO THEIR WORK AND HOW TO USE THE SYSTEM

As discussed in section 3.3, people who are not IP specialists can find the system challenging to use and question its relevance to them. Educating women about the benefits of IPRs and how to use them can therefore help them to overcome a threshold barrier to closing the IP gender gap.

Two types of policies are relevant to meeting this challenge. The first type are programs to raise general awareness of IP among women. Several such programs exist but, as is often the case
with widely targeted awareness-raising campaigns, the results are difficult to assess. It is difficult to determine whether the program reached the right audience at the right time with information that motivated them to act. Nevertheless, if one wishes to close the IP gender gap, it seems wise to include IP education in forums and contexts where it is likely to be relevant to women.

The second type of policy that promotes IP use to women is more targeted engagement and capacity-building designed to address an identified community that might benefit from use of IP and/or to provide IP-related services and advice to women at the time they are needed. These types of interventions are more resource-intensive, but the results are promising. In this instance, it may be too early to identify best practices, but successful policies could be mirrored and duplicated.

Awareness-raising programs

One awareness-raising strategy is to educate women about IP rights as early in life as possible. Studies have shown that if girls were as exposed to female inventors as boys are to male inventors, the innovation gender gap could be reduced by as much as half.126 Efforts such as the Girl Scouts Intellectual Property Patch,127 established in 2014 in the United States to educate girls about the creation and protection of IP with a focus on STEM careers, can help to equip women and girls with a better understanding of the principles of IP, along with the tools to protect their IP.

Another strategy is to establish educational programs that can be offered to interested parties. The WIPO Academy,128 which offers tailored training in IPR for everyone from grade school children to government officials, is one such program. Some of the WIPO Academy’s programs are online, which is increasingly becoming a way to reach groups, such as women, who may be underrepresented in networks and settings where knowledge of IPRs are more widespread.

The Canadian Intellectual Property Office (CIPO) has been executing a national IP strategy it launched in April 2018, which includes a range of measures to support underrepresented groups in the IP ecosystem, including women. For instance, CIPO has been organizing new educational and awareness-raising initiatives to help Canadians to better understand and exploit IPRs, and integrate their use into their business strategies. Efforts have been made to develop initiatives specifically targeting women, such as the development of case studies tailored to women entrepreneurs. To this end, in 2018, CIPO hosted six World IP Days across the country that celebrated women inventors.129

One example of an IP awareness-raising program that has enjoyed success by some metrics, although the impact is difficult to measure, is the Korea International Women Inventors Exposition, presented in the box below.

---

129 Transcript of WIPO CDIP meeting, op cit., November 2018.
Case study: Showcasing female inventors to encourage use of the IP system

In December 2002, the Republic of Korea found that women had filed only 4 per cent of all patent applications. Recognizing the lost potential value of women’s inventions, the Korean Intellectual Property Office (KIPO) set out to educate women about IPRs and encourage them to invent and protect their inventions. The Korean Women Inventors Association was formed to support female entrepreneurs to grow their businesses and obtain economic independence by using IPRs to help them to fulfill their potential. Starting in 2008, the Association, supported by WIPO and hosted by KIPO in Seoul, has presented the Korea International Women Inventors Exposition. This annual event has grown over the years.

The Exposition serves several purposes. In part, it offers space for female innovators and entrepreneurs to exhibit their inventions and products, promote sales and facilitate network-building. To be eligible, applicants must show proof of an application or registration of IP in the Republic of Korea or abroad.

The Exposition also provides training opportunities in IP protection, such as the “IP Wave for Creative Women Leaders” workshop for female inventors and business leaders who have already completed the WIPO IP management training that teaches skills on developing new ideas and protecting their IP, and the Invention Forum where inventors can network and learn about examples of successful business expansions.

The event has been successful in terms of attendance and interest. It was originally held over two days and now has doubled in length to become a four-day exposition and presentation. Participation has stayed fairly steady since its launch in terms of the number of exhibitors and international countries represented. In 2019, 347 inventions were submitted by women from 28 different countries and more than 7,000 visitors attended.

The long-term impact of the Exposition on contributing to closing the IP gender gap is more difficult to determine. Although it continues to draw large crowds of attendees, the numbers have dropped significantly since the inception of the event. Little research has been done or discussed by KIPO about tangible results from the training and exposure women receive through the Exposition. Further research remains needed to reveal whether the Exposition’s offerings are enough to encourage more women to protect and commercialize their IP.

Sources:


Beyond raising awareness about IP protection, another strategy to encourage women to protect their innovations is to offer financial and technical assistance with tasks such as patent prosecution in order to dispel concerns about the difficulty and expense of navigating the IP system. Qualitative research suggests that people perceive the process and cost associated with pursuing IP protection to be intimidating and burdensome, with few guarantees of payoff for their efforts.\textsuperscript{130}

In Peru, the Government has promoted the use of “collective trademarks”, which a growing number of women are using to protect their market position. The National Institute for the Defense of Competition and Protection of Intellectual Property (INDECOPI), created the “Mujeres en sus marcas” (“Women, on your marks”) campaign to raise awareness of these important tools. Between 2010 and 2018, according to INDECOPI, 212 out of a total of 937 registered collective marks were owned by groups of women, with the biggest increase recorded in 2018. These collective marks can be registered with the support of a specialized INDECOPI service for entrepreneurs. To provide one example, the Asociacion de Mujeres Organizadas Choco Warmis (Choco Warmis Organized Women’s Association), representing female producers from a specific region of Peru who are commercializing cocoa and coffee, obtained a collective mark in order to boost the group’s competitive position.\textsuperscript{131}

The USPTO offers two programs that provide technical assistance with IP rights as a result of the 2011 America Invents Act: the Pro Se Assistance Program and the Patent Pro Bono Program. The Pro Se Assistance Program is designed to help patent applicants who are filing without the help of a registered attorney or agent. The program includes application checklists, a tutorial about the online system and in-person assistance by phone or face-to-face.\textsuperscript{132}

The Patent Pro Bono Program provides free legal assistance with the preparation and filing of patent applications for applicants below a certain income threshold.\textsuperscript{133} Kelly Bray, Director of Legal Services for Georgia Lawyers for the Arts, which administers the Patent Pro Bono Program for the states of Georgia, South Carolina and Tennessee, said that roughly 60 per cent of applicants to the program so far have been women.\textsuperscript{134} She added that offering in-person services where women could discuss their invention one-on-one alleviated some of the intimidation women felt about the patenting process.\textsuperscript{135}

Throughout the United States, law schools offer legal clinics that provide services to entrepreneurs. A number of these offer patent services, while others target the arts. These clinics can be a boon to underrepresented groups – including women – who find it challenging to access the IP system. Since women generally have access to less capital and resources than others, as discussed in section 3.2, such assistance can disproportionately affect women in a positive manner.

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{130} National Women’s Business Council, \textit{op cit.}, 2018.
  \item \textsuperscript{131} INDECOPI, \textit{op cit.}, 2018.
  \item \textsuperscript{134} Bray, \textit{op cit.}, 2019.
  \item \textsuperscript{135} \textit{Ibid.}
\end{itemize}
NGOs and private companies may also provide targeted capacity-building. Microsoft launched its #MakeWhatsNext program to encourage girls to stay in STEM. This includes a patent program to simplify the process of applying for a patent through step-by-step guidelines and pro bono legal assistance. The program has supported with patenting to innovation teams led by women and girls from around the world since 2016 and boasts one granted patent and nine patents pending.

As noted above, a 2016 initiative sponsored by the Kenya Industrial Property Institute and WIPO trained 100 rural basket weavers in quality control, branding and IP. As a result, the group formed a collective, acquired a trademark and increased their sales price by 66 per cent. This program appears to offer a particularly promising model, and is profiled in the case study that follows.

Case study: Providing IP capacity-building to female artisans in rural Kenya

One of the primary barriers preventing women protecting their IP is that they are unaware that IP can be protected or question the value of protecting their IP. In Taita Taveta county in Kenya, woven sisal baskets are an iconic artisanal product from the region. Most women making the baskets, however, were only able to earn supplemental income, rather than a full-time living, from their handicrafts, owing to counterproductive business practices.

In 2016, WIPO, the Japan Patent Office, the Japan International Cooperation Agency, the Kenya Industrial Property Institute, the One Village One Product Program Kenya and the Taita Taveta county government launched a branding project to increase the return of the Taita basket weavers on their labor.

WIPO and the Government of Kenya identified a group of rural basket weavers in Taita Taveta county who had struggled to sell their baskets at their preferred price, thereby losing much of their margin to brokers, and were only able to produce at a small-scale. The sponsoring organizations partnered to train 30 female leader basket weavers from villages in Taita Taveta county on the trademark system, and standards and quality control for branding products. Additionally, WIPO conducted workshops for more than 400 female basket weavers, including discussions on creating a basket weavers’ association, logo design, trademark regulations on the use of the mark and quality standards.

Following the training and workshop, the group formed the Taita Baskets Association. The Association was able to trademark a logo to protect their brand, covering 20 types of non-metal baskets and 21 types of baskets for domestic use, purchase supplies in bulk and devise a uniform set of quality and esthetic standards. Whereas the group used to earn an average of 900 Kenyan shillings – about 9 United States dollars – per basket, they can make up to 1,500 shillings – about 14 dollars – or even 2000 shillings – nearly 20 dollars – in international markets. Most of the more than 400 women in the collective are now producing baskets as their full-time job, with some of them having even supplanted their husbands as breadwinners.

The Taita Baskets Association is largely a success story, materially improving the lives and income opportunities of the women affected. The program itself, which began planning in 2015

---


and was carried out throughout 2016 and into 2017, cost an estimated 80,000 United States dollars to execute. The results for the participants was overwhelmingly positive. One benefit of this sort of one-time intervention is that it creates human capital regarding the value and use of the IP system that can pay dividends for years to come and may even spread to other ventures in the community. It appears that it could be applicable in many countries.

Sources:


4.5 PROVIDING WOMEN WITH MENTORING AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCEMENT IN IP-INTENSIVE FIELDS

As discussed in section 3.5, even when women successfully enter IP-intensive fields, they may find staying and succeeding in those fields to be challenging owing to several obstacles. Section 3.5 describes three obstacles to success that are specific to women:

- Women lack the role models, mentoring and networking opportunities that their male colleagues enjoy.
- Expectations and demands based on gender roles may make it difficult to stay in demanding, IP-intensive fields.
- Female researchers are less likely to be encouraged to commercialize their inventions.

While there are some policies and initiatives intended to address these challenges, there are likely to be no simple solutions. The obstacles are often subtle and related to larger social and economic issues. The solutions, particularly with respect to mentoring, often require the dedicated participation of many and significant individual effort. Nevertheless, there are some successful initiatives with respect to networking that provide templates for future efforts.

Providing networking and mentoring opportunities

Mentorships and professional connections are vital for success in any field. By providing these sorts of networking opportunities, policymakers, NGOs and companies can help women entrepreneurs to succeed in business and innovation. For example, the Nigeria-based Geek Girls Collaborative, founded by the non-profit NGO iTEE, has combined a team of volunteers and professionals to develop a network of female students and mentors for the purpose of motivating and increasing female involvement in technology.138 Successful endeavors such as this, Akili Dada (a “leadership incubator” based in Kenya)139 and Techbridge Girls (profiled in section 4.2) all rely heavily on mentorship and networking. In fact, Techbridge Girls has teamed up with companies and non-profits such as Boeing, Chevron, Cisco and the Society of Women Engineers

---

to provide hands-on opportunities to girls, including career exploration opportunities that directly connect the girls with professional, female mentors.¹⁴⁰

There are many organizations around the world dedicated to women's professional networking, such as Polaris, the Young Women’s Leadership and Mentoring Initiative, the Organization for Women in Science in the Developing World, Women in Technology International, She.Leads.Africa and Womena.¹⁴¹ Often, these programs also include mentoring to encourage networking to begin early on. Opportunities such as all-women workshops, conferences, meet-and-greets and contact lists of influential mentors and sponsors that are readily available and easily accessible by women entrepreneurs, especially those in secondary or tertiary institutions preparing for careers in IP-related fields, will present women with significant opportunities for advancement.

Private efforts to provide networking and mentoring tend to make a greater impact than government initiatives for two reasons. First, they require volunteer participation from private individuals and mission-driven dedication from those individuals. NGOs, trade associations and other voluntary organizations in civil society are typically where such civic engagement arises.

However, governments can do some things to help such programs to scale up. For example, to the extent they require travel or time off work, participants usually fund their own efforts. Governments might provide funding directly or incentives to businesses to encourage employees to participate.

Both governments and civil society should thus consider establishing mentoring programs, support groups and inclusive networking events with the specific goal of addressing the IP gender gap. For developing or low-resource countries, connecting experts with mentees could be as simple as collecting and dispersing volunteered contact information. Women entrepreneur support groups could be simple meetings led by volunteer, female leaders held in civic centers or homes in remote regions. Networking events could also be simple meetings held in civic centers or central locations within the region. The key is encouraging experts to participate and providing women with the opportunity to expand their knowledge and capacities.

Another issue to consider is the shortage of women who are senior enough to provide mentoring and networking opportunities. While many programs are envisioned as women-to-women programs, women will likely benefit if men also do their part as mentors. The participation of all genders in mentoring women would provide women with access to powerful networks and to senior colleagues with the most relevant and helpful experience.

These are just some of the many ways in which policymakers, NGOs and companies can provide women with the networking opportunities they need to succeed. This section also presents a case study of Polaris, an international network of men and women successfully working to advance women entrepreneurs.¹⁴² Creating networks specifically designed for advancing women innovators, creators and entrepreneurs will have a positive impact on economics, knowledge capital and innovation.

¹⁴⁰ Techbridge Girls, “Homepage”, op cit.
¹⁴² Polaris, “Who We Are”, op cit.
The mentoring and networking initiatives described here are essential to helping women to increase their rates of success in demanding, IP-intensive fields. There are proven existing programs that can be expanded or used as models.

The challenge with such initiatives is that they are resource-intensive. Good mentoring takes one-on-one contact, time and the right “fit” between mentor and mentee. As a result, while these programs are very much needed and productive, they do not scale up easily.

**Helping women to succeed and stay in IP-intensive careers**

Gender role expectations and deeply held personal values can pit the needs of family life against women’s career success. Company policies or legislative requirements can incentivize female innovators to continue working by offering work-life balance options and accommodations. Policies directed specifically at women entail some stigma. By removing gender-specific policy and regulatory restrictions, while providing family-friendly incentives such as affordable childcare, flexible hours and work arrangements, and government-mandated paid family leave for both parents, women innovators can continue to make breakthroughs while ensuring that their families’ needs are met.143 These policies should be available to both parents so that choices can be made within families, without the onus being on women to be the primary caregivers.

Several highly successful companies, including IBM, Reddit, Microsoft, Adobe, Amazon and Netflix, offer these sorts of work-life balance benefits. Reddit offers paid leave for birth, adoptive or foster parents, with additional time off for birth mothers to physically recover, as well as flexible time off, on-site breastfeeding rooms, childcare stipends, reimbursement for and access to certain parent-based services and adoption assistance, among several other benefits. The popular Internet-based company, valued at approximately 1.8 billion United States dollars, also “boasts a nearly 100 per cent return rate of new parents.”144

Beyond individual corporate policies, national governments can mandate family leave policies and other accommodations to help women to succeed in their careers. Of course, the considerations that motivate such policymaking are broad and go far beyond concerns regarding the IP gender gap.

**Encouraging women to commercialize their inventions**

As discussed in section 3.5, female researchers have lower rates of commercialization for their inventions in academic settings. Educating women on the purpose of TTOs and the services they offer can encourage women to take the first step toward commercializing their IP. Likewise, policies and practices that help and incentivize female use of TTOs across the public and private sectors will support women’s management of IP.

In 2014, Washington University in St. Louis created the Women in Innovation & Technology program,145 seeking to reconcile the disparity between male and female use of TTOs at the university. The program tracks female engagement with the TTO and addresses several challenges by: (1) inviting female scientists to participate in technology transfer and the
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commercialization of their academic work; (2) providing an educational component; (3) offering an internal network of female peers that engage in technology transfer; and (4) developing an external network of community individuals and peers at other institutions who can serve as mentors, facilitators or points of engagement.

Dr. Nichole Mercier, the Assistant Vice Chancellor and Managing Director for the Office of Technology Management at Washington University in St. Louis, United States, reiterated the importance of data and trend-tracking to narrowing the gender gap, stating, “TTOs must critically understand how women participate in technology transfer activities at their own institution, and seek to enhance participation with purposeful direction”.

Case study: Providing women with networking, mentoring and advancement opportunities

Since November 2016, Polaris has been working to provide women with networking, mentoring and advancement opportunities. This inclusive network is based in the Netherlands, and according to its website:

“We strive to have a direct impact on women in business and a global impact to empower women in society. We are focused on making [a] difference by bridging the gender equality gap, especially in leadership positions”.

The organization is comprised of approximately 350 men and women spanning 23 different nationalities and with diverse career backgrounds. It focuses on mentoring, diversity in leadership, networking, career brokerage and peer-to-peer coaching. All of these endeavors include relevant, targeted events. Polaris offers women a one-year mentorship program that includes mentoring training, six or more personal sessions with an expert mentor and three mentoring events. The organization’s Career Brokerage initiative and its Circle of Choices peer-to-peer coaching program both seek to create safe, confidential and encouraging environments for women to voice their ambitions, acknowledge their achievements, help each other with career advancement, discuss business or personal issues in monthly small group meetings and ultimately reach their full potential.

Through its second annual mentorship program in 2018, Polaris provided 76 women with mentors. Since its inception in February 2018, Polaris’ small peer-to-peer group has initiated three rounds, each of which engages 10 to 12 women. The organization’s events continuously draw more than 100 participants, empowering women through discussions and speeches by successful women entrepreneurs, and building meaningful relationships. Its website hosts a blog highlighting events, members’ personal experiences, and articles and podcasts showcasing and providing advice for women entrepreneurs.

Organizations such as Polaris significantly contribute to solving the lack of mentoring and advancement opportunities for women by providing education, assistance and a broader network. Such opportunities significantly contribute to solving many of the general challenges faced by women entrepreneurs; when a network is inclusive yet focuses on bridging the gender gap and spans several sectors, it enables access to greater opportunities not generally available to most women entrepreneurs.

Polaris has set an excellent example of the potential of women entrepreneurs when they have access to a broad, inclusive network and opportunities for mentorship. Even though their exact model may not be easily duplicated in certain regions and economies, the concepts can be adapted to meet local needs.

Sources:


5.0 CONCLUSION

This report was commissioned by WIPO to identify, for the consideration of Member States, promising policies to enhance access to and the effective use of IPRs by women inventors, creators and entrepreneurs. It identifies public and private initiatives that show promise for reducing the IP gender gap. Drawing on earlier research, we were able to identify five groups of challenges that underlie the IP gender gap:

1. There is a lack of the data needed to understand the scope and nature of the IP gender gap.
2. Women are less likely to be encouraged and trained to enter STEM fields or receive the resources they need to succeed in business.
3. There is a low level of awareness of the relevance and value of IP rights.
4. Women are less likely to enter careers in IP law and administration or to feel well served by national IP offices.
5. Women are less likely to receive mentoring and opportunities for advancement in IP-intensive fields.

This report examines in brief a range of policies that have attempted to address each of these challenges. The intensity with which each of these challenges has been addressed, as well as the success of the measure, varies.

The issues that policymakers may wish to prioritize are data-collection and making the IP office friendlier to female inventors, creators and entrepreneurs. With regard to data, current data-collection practices are sufficient to indicate that an IP gender gap exists – but its size is unknown in many countries, and in relation to all types of IPRs. In general, to address the IP gender gap, it would be useful to know more about who is most affected, and when and how they are affected. The IP office programs that exist to support access by women to the IP system seem largely focused on outreach and awareness. While those goals are laudable, women might benefit from more targeted, specific assistance. Data would undoubtedly support efforts to get the right measures in place. Moreover, experimentation by policymakers at different levels of government and targeting different sectors, as well as efforts by private sector actors, may be required in order to measure the impact of different interventions.147

Some of the programs we have identified in this paper are particularly promising, including those below. While several are not government programs, they can nonetheless provide models that could be emulated by policymakers.

- Programs to mentor girls to encourage them into STEM: Techbridge Girls is a good example of such a program that has successfully reached many young women. The challenge with such a program is that it is resource-intensive and continually requires new students to be reached.

- The Women Science Scheme in India: Internships in IPRs have successfully led women into careers as patent agents and IP attorneys. This is another program that is somewhat resource-intensive but that yields good results.

- Polaris’ networking scheme appears to have reached many women, connecting them with their peers and showing them how to succeed.

There are many more promising policies discussed throughout this report. While, as a global IP community, we are in the early stages of addressing the IP gender gap, the challenges are generally known, if not as well understood as they should be owing to a lack of data. Based on what has been tried so far, policymakers can consider enacting their own versions of others’ programs and policies. What is clear is that the IP gender gap will take many decades to resolve without targeted action to address it. Programs should be adopted to make progress towards closing it more quickly.
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